


CHEERY HUES, CHERISHED FAMILY TRADITIONS, AND  
WARM SOUTHERN HOSPITALITY MAKE CHRISTMAS BRIGHT 

AT DESIGNER TOBI FAIRLEY’S LITTLE ROCK HOME 
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onsider color the bow atop the package, one 
piece of the fun at Tobi and Carter Fairley’s 
house. Christmas means something here—

love and sharing, sentiment and caring. And friends and family 
can’t help but get swept up in the joyful exuberance.

“I’ve become the person who brings family together,” says 
Tobi, a designer known for her bright, bold, tailored interiors. 
 “After church on Christmas Eve, we used to go to my mom and 
dad’s to spend the holidays, but now my mom is passing the torch 
to me. I’m hosting Christmas dinner for both sides of the family—
and this house is really a wonderful place for that.”

When Tobi renovated the home that she and Carter share with 
daughter Ellison, it was important to her to reshape rooms in a 

C
Entery “An entry is a fun place to make a statement,” Tobi Fairley says. “It’s 
like an invitation to a party.” As a backdrop for her colorful tree, she used 
black-and-white elements, including wallpaper. “I prefer graphic pattern in a 
two-story space instead of art, which can feel forced,” she says. “Here, the 
pattern becomes the artwork.” Living room “I want energy in the house, but I 
also want it to feel relaxing, especially in the spaces where we spend the 
most time,” Tobi says. Thus, blue, seen throughout the home, comes to the 

forefront in this family hangout. Preceding pages “I like to do a single type of 
flower or mix in boxwood from the yard to bring in a sense of place,” Tobi says. 
“I get peonies or tulips from my favorite florist—they bring them in even at 
Christmastime. I also have forced bulbs to get a fresh look.” 
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Dining room “I love to transition colors from one space to another, like the pink 
that threads from the entry to the dining room—there’s flow, continuity. It 
makes sense,” Tobi says. She re-covered dining chairs from her old house  
in pink fabric and chose a splashy wallpaper with a nostalgic feel she loves. 
Family Tobi, with husband Carter, daughter Ellison, and canine companions 
Becket and Izzy. Exterior Lighted evergreen wreaths dressed with red bows 
offer a welcome from every window. “I like unique color stories against a 
traditional background,” Tobi says.  
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she whips up sausage pinwheels like his mom used to make on 
Christmas morning. 

Guests also share in the heartfelt spirit, which is readily appar-
ent at the dining table. “I entertain the traditional Southern way 
with china and linens,” Tobi says. “I layer pieces, like my tradition-
al Christmas china with pink-and-white salad plates that I got 
from a friend for my 40th birthday. It’s about being creative. There 
are chinoiserie placemats and Kate Spade napkins—a mix of old 
and new, inexpensive and antique.”

Always included is the sterling silver flatware that tells another 
family story. “My grandmother started my collection when I was a 
teen,” Tobi says. “By the time I got married, I had the whole set. 
I’m so glad now that I have it. Every time I get out these things it 
warms my heart. For me, sharing all of this is sharing the love with 
other people.” + 
Interior designer: Tobi Fairley
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way that would make them welcoming—for everyday living and 
for big gatherings of friends and family, particularly during the 
holiday season.  

“At Christmas, it feels comforting to me to be in our house 
planning meals, setting the table, and cooking for days,” Tobi says. 
“When I was a child, my mom put so much time into making 
things special and making people feel loved. She passed that down 
to me, and I’m passing that down to Ellison.”

Just as Tobi served as her mom’s “sous chef” when she was a 
girl, Ellison is now mom’s top assistant in the kitchen. “She loves 
to cook,” Tobi says. 

A cake recipe from Carter’s stepmother ranks as Ellison’s 
 favorite. “She likes to quote Julia Child: ‘A party without cake is 
just a meeting,’” Tobi says with a laugh.

Designer and daughter also tap into other family treasures. “I 
get out the old recipe boxes with recipes from Carter’s mom and 
grandmothers,” Tobi says. “Last year, I made their old-fashioned 
boiled custard. That was really special.”

Tobi has made it her mission to draw out cherished memories 
of Christmas from her husband, whose mother died when he was 
17. “That had made the holidays hard for him,” Tobi says. “I want-
ed the season to feel special again.” To that end, she re-created 
stockings from his boyhood, hanging them over their mantel, and 

Kitchen “There are so many white kitchens in the world. I wanted something 
different but still serene,” Tobi says. She chose the calming C2 Paint color 
“Slinky” for her kitchen and breakfast nook. The floor is Daltile glass tile, and 
countertops are Dekton by Cosentino, a surface more durable than the 
marble that was used on the backsplash. A Thermador range handles all of 
her holiday meal-making.

Ellison’s room “Ellison had a big say 
in how her room was decorated,” 
Tobi says. “She wanted cobalt blue 
with some turquoise elements, with 
white on the walls and the bed. 
She leans toward a tailored look.” 
A daybed with a trundle bed 
underneath means she has the 
most popular sleepover space 
among her friends. The skinny, 
branchy, retro tree has been 
around for years. It used to have 
monkey ornaments, which Tobi 
has squirreled away. Now it’s 
outfitted in cobalt and turquoise 
balls for a more grown-up look. 
Ellison’s desk pulls double duty as 
a study space and a crafts station.
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